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What Can We Do About This?

• Customization 

• User interface agents 

• Adaptive user interfaces



Adaptive user interfaces
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1. Exploring the Design Space of User Interfaces 

That Adapt to What Users Do 

2. SPR Web: Adapting to Users’ Color Vision 
Abilities  

3. SUPPLE: Adapting to Users’ Motor Abilities



Part II: Synthesis

• Traditional one-size-fits-all design inevitably 
leads to discrimination. Adaptive User Interfaces 
can democratize access to digital resources. 

• To succeed, we need to empower designers and 
programmers to use more powerful abstractions 
in UI development



Exploring the Design Space of User 
Interfaces That Adapt to What Users Do

Adaptive toolbar

with Mary Czerwinski, Desney Tan, Daniel Weld, Kate Everitt
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Manipulation

B E N  S H N E I D E R M A N

Ben Shneiderman is a long-time proponent of direct manipulation

for user interfaces. Direct manipulation affords the user control

and predictability in their interfaces. Pattie Maes believes direct

manipulation will have to give way to some form of delegation—

namely software agents. Should users give up complete control of

their interaction with interfaces? Will users want to risk depending on

“agents” that learn their likes and dislikes and act on a user’s behalf?

Ben and Pattie debated these issues and more at both IUI 97 

(Intelligent User Interfaces conference - January 6–9, 1997) and again

at CHI 97 in Atlanta (March 22–27, 1997). Read on and decide for 

yourself where the future of interfaces should be headed—and why. 
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Intelligent 
User Interfaces will 

confuse and frustrate 
users

Intelligent User 
Interfaces can save 

time and effort

AIHCI



• Greenberg and Witten [1985] 

• Trevellyan and Browne [1987] 

• Mitchell and Shneiderman [1989] 

• Sears and Shneiderman [1994] 

• McGrenere, Baecker and Booth [2002] 

• Findlater and McGrenere [2004] 

• Tsandilas and shraefel [2005]

?



The Split Interface

The Visual 
Popout 

Interface

The Moving Interface

Adaptive toolbar

[Gajos, et al., AVI’06]

based on [Sears & Shneiderman, 1994]



Our Adaptations

Video available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6QotIqYAmlY



Split Interface

Visual Popout Interface

Moving Interface

Adaptive toolbar

[Gajos, et al., AVI’06]

Satisfaction? Performance?



What makes Split Interfaces work?

?
7% 93%



What makes Split Interfaces work?

• Use of adaptive mechanism is optional!

• Minimal cost of incorrect prediction



Split Interfaces in Real World



• User interfaces that adapt continuously to what 
users do can improve both performance and 
satisfaction 

• Split Interfaces are a particularly effective design 
pattern: 
• Use of adaptive mechanism is optional 
• Minimal cost of incorrect prediction

Exploring the Design Space of User 
Interfaces That Adapt to What Users Do

Adaptive toolbar



SPR Web:  
Subjective Response–Preserving Recoloring  

Tool for Websites
David Flatla 

Katharina Reinecke 
Carl Gutwin 

Krzysztof Gajos



Color-encoded 
information



Color-encoded 
information



Color-encoded 
information





It is not sufficient to make access 
possible"

!

Access also has to be equitable



Recoloring Problem

Original image

+
Individual 

color 
perception 

model

⇒
Color mapping



Recoloring Problem

+ ⇒
Objective function components:
• Preserve Differentiability
• Naturalness } Prior work



Recoloring Problem

+ ⇒
Objective function components:
• Preserve Differentiability
• Naturalness
• Preserve Subjective Response
• Preserve Subjective Response Differentiability

}SPR 
Web



Activity: passive (-) to active (+)
-1.31 0.25 0.74 2.681.49 3.00

--0.49 0.06-0.93 -0.30 1.81 2.35

Temperature: cool (-) to warm (+)

0.10 1.01 1.330.620.12-0.29

Weight: heavy (-) to light (+)

Ou, et al. A Study of Colour Emotion and Colour Preference. Part I: Colour Emotions 
     for Single Colours, Color Research & Application, 29(3), 2004.



What subjective responses 
do people with color vision 
deficiencies have to color?



original CVD simulation

existing recoloring tool SPRWeb



Results

• Differentiability: as good as prior work 

• Naturalness: significantly better than prior work



Results from a User Study

• Activity: as good as prior work 

• Temperature: significantly better than prior work 

• Weight: as good as prior work



SPR Web provides people who have color vision deficiencies with  

• similar access to color-encoded information 

• similar color-mediated experience 

It is not sufficient to make access 
possible!

!

Access also has to be equitable



SUPPLE:!
Adapting to Users’ Motor Abilities

with Daniel Weld and Jacob Wobbrock



Ken



Claire







It is not sufficient to make access 
possible!

!

Access also has to be equitable



DES I GN



Design by Genius

Specification



Design by Exploration

• Design as optimization: 

• Consider all possible designs 

• Use a quantitative metric of quality to pick the best

[Buxton, Sketching User Experiences]



Design as Optimization

• Consider all possible designs 

• Use a quantitative metric of quality to pick the best 

• Do it quickly!

[Buxton, Sketching User 



Enumerating The Design Space

Light Level: 

τ: <int, [0,10]>
Power: 

τ: bool

Light: 

τ: {  ,  }

Light Bank: 

τ: {  ,  ,  }

Light ... Light ...

A/V: 

τ: {  ,  }

Projector: 

τ: {  ,  }

Classroom:

τ: {  ,  ,  }

Input:

τ: <string, {data1,data2, video}>
Vent:

τ: <int, [0,3]>
Power: 

τ  : bool
Screen:

τ:  bool
Light Level: 

τ: <int, [0,10]>

Power: 

τ: bool

Light: 

τ: {  ,  }

Light Bank: 

τ: {  ,  ,  }

Light ... Light ...

A/V: 

τ: {  ,  }

Projector: 

τ: {  ,  }

Classroom:

τ: {  ,  ,  }

Input:

τ: <string, {data1,data2, video}>

Vent:

τ: <int, [0,3]>

Power: 

τ  : bool

Screen:

τ:  bool

Light Level: 

τ: <int, [0,10]>

Power: 

τ: bool

Light: 

τ: {  ,  }

Light Bank: 

τ: {  ,  ,  }

Light ... Light ...

A/V: 

τ: {  ,  }

Projector: 

τ: {  ,  }

Classroom:

τ: {  ,  ,  }

Input:

τ: <string, {data1,data2, video}>

Vent:

τ: <int, [0,3]>

Power: 

τ  : bool

Screen:

τ:  bool



Enumerating The Design Space

Discrete choice 
from a fixed  

set of options

Integer selection 
from a bounded 

range



Use a quantitative metric of 
quality to pick the best

cost(            ) = time



Learn What A Person Can Do

Pointing Dragging List Selection



Find a solution quickly!

1017



1017





Adaptation to Devices







Results







Impaired dexterity Low strength
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SUPPLE:!
Adapting to Users’ Motor Abilities

• User interface design as optimization 

• Automatically generated user interfaces 
optimized for a person’s motor performance can 
improve performance and satisfaction of users 
with motor impairments 

• Universal design is an elusive dream: designs 
that help some users will cause harm others



Message #1: 
Adaptive User Interfaces 
can democratize access 

to digital resources







One-size-fits-all Adaptive
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One-size-fits-all



Adaptive



Adaptive Visual Design?

Katharina Reinecke  
and Krzysztof Gajos
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First Impression of Aesthetic 
Appeal Impacts

• Perception of trustworthiness 

• Willingness to engage 

• Usability!



Study: Individual Differences 
in Perception of Visual Appeal

• 400+ web sites 

• 40,000 participants 

• 43 countries

.org
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Figure 6. Colorfulness and complexity scores of peak appeal for different countries. Mean and standard errors for the scores of peak appeal are based

on bootstrap resampling and curve-fitting of mean appeal ratings after applying locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (Lowess).

A significant interaction between colorfulness and country
(F(32) = 75.89, p < .001) further suggests that a preference
for different levels of colorfulness is highly influenced by a
person’s country of residence. In most countries, ratings of
appeal increase up to a moderate to high colorfulness before
steeply declining (cf. Figure 5). However, for countries such
as Finland, Russia, France, or Germany appeal peaks at a
lower colorfulness than for most other countries, and steadily
declines thereafter (see Figure 5). A comparison of the peaks
of appeal shows that participants from these countries rated
websites with a low colorfulness score (between 3.6 and 4.4,
SE = 0.04) higher on appeal than participants from, for exam-
ple, the United States (peak appeal=6.1, SE = 0.03). This is
consistent with previous work suggesting that German web-
sites use a smaller range of colors than the US [7]. Partici-
pants from Macedonia, Malaysia, and Chile have the highest
preferences for colorful websites with their peak appeal rang-
ing between 6.9 (for Chile and Malaysia) and 7.6 (for Mace-
donia, all SE < 0.04).
Education

People’s preferences for colorfulness varies depending on ed-
ucation level (F(7) = 113.04, p < .001). Independent of age, a
lower education level indicates a higher preferences for color-
ful websites, and vice versa (as indicated by the beta statistics
in the regression model output).
As Figure 7 illustrates, participants with a pre-high school
education prefer websites with the highest colorfulness (peak
appeal=6.9, SE = 0.03). Their ratings drop significantly for
websites with a lower colorfulness (Cohen’s d between low
colorfulness vs. peak appeal = 1.7). Those who completed a
doctoral education, in contrast, gave highest ratings for color-
fulness levels of 5.0 (SE = 0.04).
We also observed a significant interaction between educa-
tion level and visual complexity (F(7) = 28.80, p < .001) with
lower education levels preferring more complex websites.
However, similar to our results for country and gender, com-
plexity is less influential for appeal. Peaks range between 4.7
for people with pre-high school education (SE = 0.01) and
4.0 for people holding a PhD (SE = 0.01).

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
There are several important results. First, we found strong
differences in first impressions between subgroups of varying

age, gender, geography, and education. This was expected
in view of the heterogeneous sample population, but it un-
derlines that appeal is largely subjective even after a short
exposure time of 500ms. The finding challenges previous as-
sumptions that individual variability in aesthetic taste is small
during the initial visceral reaction toward a design [22]. Sec-
ond, our results showed that these differences in appeal can
be partly explained by demographic background. This in-
dicates similar preferences within specific subgroups of the
same gender, country, education level, or similar age. In par-
ticular, we found that demographic background significantly
affects preferences for colorfulness and complexity. Third,
we identified how aesthetic preferences differ between these
subgroups by providing the first ranking of complexity and
colorfulness levels resulting in highest appeal by age group,
gender, country, and education level, and pointing out several
example websites that led to significant disagreements.

Our findings confirmed a number of previous results, such
as that complexity is more important as a predictor of appeal
than colorfulness [25], and that websites with a high visual
complexity are generally disliked more than those with a low
to medium complexity [8, 25, 17, 30]. We also substantiated
the finding of Palmer and Schloss [23] that adults prefer more
saturated (and thus, colorful) websites.
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Figure 7. Colorfulness and complexity scores resulting in peak appeal

for different education levels. Mean and standard errors of peal appeal

based on bootstrap resampling and curve-fitting of mean appeal ratings

after applying locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (Lowess).

We extended this previous knowledge with a more detailed
account of how demographic background influences people’s
aesthetic preferences. For each subgroup, we presented esti-
mates of the colorfulness and complexity levels resulting in





Yes, please!

No, gracias

One-size-fits-all



Yes, please!

Si, por favor!

???

Adaptive





Computer 
Science is 

nerdy

Computer 
Science is cool



Message #2: 
To succeed, we need to empower 

designers and programmers to 
use more powerful abstractions in 

UI development



Abstractions for  
Adaptive Interfaces

CommandBarControl

Click

CommandBarButton

Change

CommandBarComboBox CommandBarPopup ????

Adaptive toolbar



Abstractions for  
Adaptive Interfaces



Model-Based Design?

Light Level: 

τ: <int, [0,10]>
Power: 

τ: bool

Light: 

τ: {  ,  }

Light Bank: 

τ: {  ,  ,  }

Light ... Light ...

A/V: 

τ: {  ,  }

Projector: 

τ: {  ,  }

Classroom:

τ: {  ,  ,  }

Input:

τ: <string, {data1,data2, video}>
Vent:

τ: <int, [0,3]>
Power: 

τ  : bool
Screen:

τ:  bool
Light Level: 
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Power: 

τ: bool

Light: 

τ: {  ,  }
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[Paterno, Mancini, Meniconi ’97]

Abstract User Interface

Concrete User Interface

Final User Interface



Neither Designers Nor Programmers 
Use High-Level Models!

• Chickenfoot - programming by UI vocabulary  
[Bolin, et al., 2005] 

• Sikuli - programming by UI appearance  
[Yeh, Chang, Miller, 2009] 

• Prefab - reverse engineering UI semantics  
[Dixon and Fogarty, 2010]



Wanted: Tools that Empower 
Designers and Programmers
• Empowering designers: e.g., Gummy  

[Meskens, Vermeulen, Luyten, Coninx, 2008] 

!

!

!



Wanted: Tools that Empower 
Designers and Programmers
• Empowering designers: e.g., Gummy  

[Meskens, Vermeulen, Luyten, Coninx, 2008] 

!

!

!

• Empowering programmers?
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• Minimal cost of incorrect adaptation 

2. It is not sufficient to make access possible.  
Access also has to be equitable!
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discrimination. Adaptive User Interfaces Can Enable 
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Synthesis
1. Strategy for designing usable Adaptive User Interfaces:  

• Use of adaptive mechanism is optional 
• Minimal cost of incorrect adaptation 

2. It is not sufficient to make access possible.  
Access also has to be equitable!

3. One-size-fits-all approach to design inevitably leads to 
discrimination. Adaptive User Interfaces Can Enable 
More Democratic Access to Digital Resources.!

4. We need to empower designers and programmers to 
use more powerful abstractions in UI development
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Adaptive User Interfaces Can Enable More 
Democratic Access to Digital Resources

Krzysztof Gajos

.org
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